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Challenges Emerging from the 4IR

- Disintermediation of the human middleman
- Accelerated pace of change
- Data as a resource
How Will the 4IR Affect the Public Sector?
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Government Capabilities Matter

Countries with Good Government Capabilities have Better Outcomes

Pearson Correlation Coefficient: 0.88

*Indicators in blue are not included in this edition of the Index due to data issues, and will be considered for future editions.
Re-imagining Learning in the Public Sector

- Re-imagining Learning as a Lifelong Endeavour
- Re-imagining the Work-Training Continuum
- Re-imagining Learning as Bottom-Up Innovation
National Government Training Institutes as Champions of Change

Core Mandate
… to support capability development in the public sector

Unique Position
… within Centre of Government to discern evolving needs

Wide Networks
… with links to diverse public sector organisations to drive change
Thank you!

Learn More
Visit our website at www.chandlerinstitute.org or scan the QR code below for more information.